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Abstract: Analyses of human evolution are fundamental to understand the current gradients of human diversity. In this 
concern, genetic samples collected from current populations together with archaeological data are the most important re-
sources to study human evolution. However, they are often insufficient to properly evaluate a variety of evolutionary sce-
narios, leading to continuous debates and discussions. A commonly applied strategy consists of the use of computer simu-
lations based on, as realistic as possible, evolutionary models, to evaluate alternative evolutionary scenarios through sta-
tistical correlations with the real data. Computer simulations can also be applied to estimate evolutionary parameters or to 
study the role of each parameter on the evolutionary process. Here we review the mainly used methods and evolutionary 
frameworks to perform realistic spatially explicit computer simulations of human evolution. Although we focus on human 
evolution, most of the methods and software we describe can also be used to study other species. We also describe the im-
portance of considering spatially explicit models to better mimic human evolutionary scenarios based on a variety of phe-
nomena such as range expansions, range shifts, range contractions, sex-biased dispersal, long-distance dispersal or admix-
tures of populations. We finally discuss future implementations to improve current spatially explicit simulations and their 
derived applications in human evolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The evolutionary history of humans has been largely 
studied in order to shed light on where and when the first 
humans colonized the world and how such a colonization 
took place. Indeed, knowledge about current human ge-
netic variation may help to understand human diseases, 
for example those presenting variable behaviour among 
ethnic groups [e.g., 1-3]. Fortunately, genetic signatures 
from past human evolutionary processes are still present 
in current humans, and together with archaeological re-
cords, may allow us to study human evolution. However, 
the interpretation of such genetic signatures (e.g., assign a 
genetic feature to a particular ancestral event) is not 
straightforward. For instance, different ancestral events 
might produce a similar genetic effect or a combination of 
events might lead to complex genetic information. These 
uncertainties can be especially noted in the literature of 
human evolution by continuous discussions [e.g., 4, 5]. 
Below we briefly describe some interesting current topics 
of debate: 
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• Geographic origin of modern humans. The origins of 
the modern Homo sapiens remain unclear. It is widely 
assumed that modern humans originated in Central or 
South Africa, which is indeed supported by archeologi-
cal data [e.g., 6-8]. However, other geographic origins 
have been proposed, for instance, North Africa [e.g., 9, 
10] and even multiregional origins through a worldwide 
gradual transition from earlier humans [11, 12]. 

• Geographic out-of-Africa migration routes. Another 
interesting topic is the out-of-Africa migration corridors 
from where modern humans started the colonization of 
the world at approximately 125-100 kya [5, 13]. Here 
there are two main routes under discussion. The first 
one is the traditionally considered route through the 
Nile Valley and the North of present Egypt [e.g., 14, 
15]. The second route is through the Bab-el-Mandeb 
Strait towards present South Arabia [e.g., 16, 17], 
whose sea level may have been much lower at the time 
of the migration [13]. Of course, another possibility is 
the consideration of both migration routes [e.g., 18, 19]. 

• Principal component analysis of European human ge-
netic diversity gradients. The colonization of Europe by 
modern humans was initially studied by Cavalli-Sforza 
et al. [20, 21]. They proposed a demic diffusion (DD) 
scenario based on a progressive introgression of genes 
from the local populations (hunter-gatherers, Paleo-
lithic) to the invading populations (farmers, Neolithic) 
that may have generated a gradient of allele frequencies 
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along the expanding axis [21-23]. Cavalli-Sforza et al. 
represented these gradients by using principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) and interpreted the resulting prin-
cipal components (PCs) as past migration events [20, 
21]. Nevertheless, there is a controversy in this interpre-
tation because the PCs may have arisen from isolation-
by-distance scenarios at equilibrium, without requiring 
any expansion [4, 24, 25]. 

• Colonization of the Americas. It is accepted that the 
Americas were colonized through several waves begin-
ning 16.5 kya, by crossing the present Bering Strait [26-
28], which could be transited at that time as a conse-
quence of the last glacial maximum (LGM) [28, 29]. A 
proposed scenario considers an initial Pacific coastline 
migration due to the impediment of Canadian ice sheets 
that were formed during the LGM [28]. This scenario 
could explain the early Colombian settlement found by 
Hellenthal et al. [30] where independent sources of an-
cestry for Northern and Southern Americans are sug-
gested. By contrast, other studies propose a series of 
waves where the Americas were colonized from North to 
South and therefore, the ancestry of South American in-
habitants can be related to North America ancestral popu-
lations [e.g., 26, 31]. 

• Admixture of Human populations. The admixture of dif-
ferent ancestral human populations is an interesting topic 
of debate. There is some evidence of admixture between 
Paleolithic and archaic humans (0.5-2.1%) [32-34] but 
the genomic distributions of such an admixture are still 
lacking [see for a review, 35]. On the other hand, the 
amount of admixture between Paleolithic and Neolithic 
populations is highly debated and current estimates are 
described between 20 and 80% depending on the applied 
methods and data [see e.g. 36-40]. 

 A strategy to help with the above debates consists of the 
application of computer simulations. In general, computer 
simulations aim to mimic real world processes and present a 
variety of applications [see the reviews, 41-45]. Simulations 
allow for the study of evolutionary aspects that may alter 
entire processes or enable the understanding of complex sys-
tems that are analytically intractable [46]. As noted in [41], 
computer simulations are widely applied in population ge-
netics for hypothesis testing [e.g., 47-50], to validate and 
compare analytical frameworks [e.g., 51, 52], to study inter-
actions among evolutionary forces [e.g., 49, 53], or to esti-
mate evolutionary parameters [e.g., 54, 55]. The choice of an 
appropriate simulator is fundamental because generally 
simulations should be as realistic as possible to mimic real-
world scenarios of population genetics [56-58]. Computer 
simulations using spatially explicit models can be useful to 
analyze the influence of habitat on organism evolution at 
different spatial and temporal scales [59]. In human evolu-
tion, spatially explicit simulations have provided important 
advances to the current understanding of genetic diversity 
through the estimation of evolutionary parameters and 
through hypothesis testing of alternative evolutionary mod-
els. 
 This study provides an overview of spatially explicit 
models and the derived simulation frameworks that are 
commonly applied to study human evolution. The imple-

mented evolutionary scenarios, with their associated advan-
tages and limitations, are discussed. Then, we describe a 
variety of human evolution studies based on spatially explicit 
computer simulations. Finally, we conclude with a discus-
sion on the importance of considering more rational evolu-
tionary scenarios that would help to simulate a more realistic 
human evolution and generate more accurate inferences. We 
also discuss the direct incorporation of spatially explicit 
simulations on analytical methods like the approximate Bay-
esian computation approach. 

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL SIMULATIONS 

 Two main approaches are commonly used in population 
and landscape genetics to simulate evolutionary histories, the 
coalescent (backward-time) and the forward in time (for-
ward-time). The latter approach includes the spatially ex-
plicit models. Below we describe briefly the main particu-
larities of both approaches. 

Coalescent Simulations 

 The coalescent [60] describes the genealogical history of 
a sample of alleles from the present to a single ancestral 
copy [see reviews, 61, 62]. Interestingly, it only simulates 
the backwards in time evolution of a sample and therefore, 
coalescent simulations are frequently computationally faster 
than other methods based on the evolution of the whole 
population (see later). Currently, the coalescent can only 
simulate a few population genetics models such as demo-
graphics [e.g., 63], population history and migration [e.g., 
64, 65], gene flow and recombination [e.g., 66, 67] and se-
lection [e.g., 68, 69]. Coalescent simulations can be used in 
human evolutionary studies [e.g., 50, 70]. In fact, the coales-
cent is especially interesting when extensive simulations are 
required (i.e., in analyses based on the approximate Bayesian 
computation approach) [e.g., 50, 70]. Nevertheless, forward-
time simulations can be much more realistic to mimic human 
evolution due to the consideration of a wide variety of evolu-
tionary processes (see following subsections). 

Forward-time Simulations 

 The forward-time approach evolves the whole population 
from the past to the present [see reviews, 45, 71, 72]. As a 
consequence, this approach considers all the ancestral infor-
mation of the population allowing for individual-individual 
interactions [e.g., 73], admixture of populations [e.g., 74], 
complex selection [e.g., 73, 75, 76] and complex migration 
models [e.g., 74, 76, 77]. Nevertheless, forward simulations 
are computationally slower than coalescent simulations due 
to the simulation of the entire population, although recent 
methods showed improvements in this concern [e.g., 78]. 
Interestingly, two recent simulators have combined both coa-
lescent and forward-time approaches allowing fast simula-
tion under some complex evolutionary scenarios [79, 80]. 

Spatially Explicit Simulations 

 The forward approach includes temporal and spatial (1-
dimensional, 2D, or 3D)) models. In terrestrial animals like 
humans, it is known that 2D spatially explicit models may 
generate more realistic simulations than models with a lower 
number of dimensions [45, 59]. This improvement is proba-
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bly due to the consideration of spatial constraints such as 
population range expansions [see for a review, 58, 81] or 
environmental changes [e.g., 49, 53, 58, 82]. Overall, spa-
tially explicit models can better consider the available infor-
mation and provide more realistic explanations for the ob-
servations. 
 The main goal of spatially explicit models is to combine 
demographic and genetic processes with a given landscape 
map, where the landscape features may influence the evolu-
tion of the population. Real-world maps can be imported 
from a Geographical Information System (GIS) tool that 
usually can also split the map into a lattice of demes by de-
fining a deme size [e.g., 83]. Initially, a deme is chosen to 
start the colonization, and migration events can occur to-
wards the other demes under a migration model (e.g., the 
stepping-stone model [84]) (Fig. 1A). In addition to the mi-
gration rate, the number of emigrants and immigrants depend 
on the local and departure deme sizes, respectively. Intra-
deme demography can be modelled by the population growth 
rate [e.g., 85]. A carrying capacity and friction (facility to 
move through) for each deme can also be considered to 
model the environmental conditions. All together the process 
can occur during a user-specified time (or number of genera-
tions), and at the end the landscape may become colonized 
(Fig. 1A). 
 Additional evolutionary processes of general interest, 
which can be simulated with spatially explicit models, are 
described in (Table 1). 
 When applying computer simulations one should have in 
mind the role of each parameter on the entire evolutionary 
process. For example, the population size of a deme can in-
crease with the population growth rate, the carrying capacity, 
and the number of immigrants. The number of emigrants 
from a deme depends on the migration rate and the popula-
tion size. Thus, one can understand for example that a sce-
nario with low carrying capacities (e.g., as a consequence of 
a climate change) and low migration rates may lead a popu-
lation to extinction [e.g., 49, 86]. 
 After the forward simulation, one could be interested in 
the evolutionary analysis of a particular sample. Here, some 
methods allow for the recovery of the history of a sample 
from the history of the entire population by using the coales-
cent (Fig. 1B) and then simulate genetic data for only such a 
sample [80, 85]. As expected, the main advantage of this 
procedure is the low computational cost for simulating ge-
netic data. By contrast, other methods can simulate genetic 
data during the forward simulation leading to higher compu-
tational costs but allowing additional capabilities such as the 
ability to follow multi-locus genotypes within individuals or 
the analysis of all individuals of a deme [74]. 

SPATIALLY EXPLICIT EVOLUTIONARY FRAME-

WORKS APPLIED IN HUMAN EVOLUTION 

 The implementation of spatially explicit models in avail-
able evolutionary frameworks is a recent development and is 
becoming increasingly more common with time. To date 
several spatially explicit computer simulators exist and im-
plement different capabilities. (Table 2) shows a list of cur-
rent spatially explicit simulators. These simulators can be 

classified as individual-based or deme-based population 
modeling (see Table 2). In theory, individual-based simula-
tions can be more realistic than deme-based simulators but in 
practice, a similar performance was observed from both ap-
proaches [e.g., 74, 87]. 

 
Fig. (1). Spatially explicit simulation of a range expansion accord-
ing to a 2D stepping-stone migration model [84] and posterior rep-
resentation of the evolutionary history of a sample. A: The coloni-
zation of the lattice starts from the upper-left deme (source) that 
sends migrants to its neighboring demes. Colonized demes can 
send/receive individuals to/from the neighboring demes while non-
colonized demes can only receive individuals. B: Evolutionary 
history of a random sample of 7 individuals collected at the present 
from different demes. Going backwards in time, these individuals 
can reach a most recent common ancestor (MRCA), which not nec-
essarily (but often) belongs to the source deme. 

 Unfortunately, these simulators only implement a few 
substitution models and, for example, this limitation could 
generate unrealistic simulation of genome-wide data [e.g., 
88-91]. Note that an incorrect substitution model (a model 
which does not fit well with the real data) may lead to “in-
correct” simulations and derived estimations [e.g., 57, 92]. 
Other demanded capabilities can be the variation of demo-
graphic parameters with time (e.g., variable long-distance 
dispersal (LDD) rate and growth rate with time), covarion 
models of evolution [93], genomic rearrangement [94] and 
longitudinal sampling [95]. 
 To our knowledge, only the spatially explicit available 
simulators SPLATCHE [85] and its new version 
SPLATCHE2 [80] have been applied in human evolution. 
This is probably due to their practical graphical user inter-
face (GUI), the implementation of realistic evolutionary 
processes, and the simulation of genetic material evolution 
under a variety of genetic markers (see Table 1). Unfortu-
nately, other spatially explicit simulators that have been ap-
plied to study human evolution are not publicly available. 
For example, in 1986, Rendine et al. [96] developed a simple 
spatially-explicit tool to simulate a European Paleolithic and
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Table 1. Evolutionary processes of general interest that can be simulated with spatially explicit models. 

Evolutionary Process Commentary References 

Population range 
expansion 

The colonization of a landscape through a spatial expansion is quite different from a pure demographic expan-
sion and may generate particular genetic features such as sectors [107] and allele surfing (alleles riding on the 
wave of population range expansions [see, 143-145]). 

[81] 

Population range 
contractions and 
population range shifts 

Under hard living conditions (i.e., as a consequence of a climatic change or a invasive species) a population can 
reduce or shift its living range. 

[49] 

Heterogeneous envi-
ronment and habitat 
fragmentation 

Habitats are frequently heterogeneous in the distribution of resources and as a consequence, they are not uni-
formly occupied. Indeed, habitats can be fragmented with spatial barriers leading to population fragmentation, 
which may result in loss of genetic diversity and sometimes may cause allopatric speciation [146-148]. 

[77, 117] 

Complex migration Species dispersal abilities can eventually determine the fate of the populations [146, 149] and should be care-
fully considered. Anisotropic migration (different migration rates towards the neighboring demes), sex-biased 
dispersal (i.e., induced by post-marital residence rules) or long-distance dispersal (LDD) may alter the coloniza-
tion process and may influence genetic diversity. For instance, anisotropic migration towards refugia areas may 
lead to a larger loss of genetic diversity than isotropic migration [49]. LDD often increases genetic diversity [76, 
77]. 

[49, 74, 76] 

Admixed populations Admixture between two populations may occur if both populations can interbreed [e.g., 113]. In this situations, 
demic diffusion can influence the spatial distribution of gene frequencies [21, 23]. 

[53, 74, 105] 

 
Table 2. The main publicly available evolutionary frameworks based on 2D spatially explicit models that can be applied to simulate 

human evolution. “Method” includes forward and coalescent approaches. “Category” indicates if the simulator is deme or 

individual-modeling oriented. “Scenario” indicates the implementation of the following evolutionary scenarios: demo-

graphics (D), population history and migration models (Pm), recombination or gene flow (R) and molecular adaptation or 

selection (S). “Genetic Marker” indicates the kind of genetic data that can be simulated, the implemented substitution 

models of evolution are described within a parenthesis. “Other capabilities” includes other interesting evolutionary fea-

tures implemented in the simulator that may help generate more realistic simulations. 

Program Method Category Scenario Genetic Marker Other Capabilities Reference 

Splatche/ 
Splatche2 

Forward/coalescent Deme D, Pm, R DNA (JC, K2P)1, 
SNP, STR (SMM)2 
and RFLP 

Long-distance dispersal 
Anisotropic migration 
Two populations and 
admixture 

[80, 85] 

KernelPop Forward Individual D, Pm STR (IAM, 
SMM)2, DNA 
(JC)1 

Long-distance dispersal [150] 

IBDsim Forward/coalescent Individual D, Pm STR (IAM, KAM, 
GSM, SMM)2 

- [151] 

CDPop Forward Individual D, Pm, S3 STR (KAM)2 Sex-biased migration 
and mating 
Variable dispersal dis-
tance 

[130] 

EcoGenetics Forward Individual D, Pm STR (KAM, 
SMM)2 

Sex-biased migration 
and mating 

Unpublished. See http://www2.unil.ch/ 
biomapper/ecogenetics/ 

1. JC and K2P refer to the Jukes and Cantor [152] and Kimura two parameters [153] DNA substitution models, respectively. 
2. Microsatellite (STR) models: IAM, SMM, KAM and GSM refer to the infinite alleles model [154], the stepwise model [155], K-allele model [156] and generalized stepwise model 
[e.g., 157], respectively. 
3. CDPop can simulate natural selection by considering local selective pressures [further details in 131, 132]. 

Neolithic expansion with admixture (discussed in the follow-
ing section). Recently, Rasteiro et al. [74] implemented a 
simulator similar to SPLATCHE which was individual-based 
and allowed for the consideration of sex-biased migration. 

Liu et al. [97] also developed a 1D spatially explicit simula-
tor that was applied to simulate the world-wide human set-
tlement. In the next section we describe several interesting 
applications of these simulators in human evolution. 
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HUMAN EVOLUTIONARY STUDIES BASED ON 

SPATIALLY EXPLICIT SIMULATIONS 

 The application of spatially explicit simulations in human 
evolution is becoming more popular with the passage of 
time. These realistic computer simulations are mainly ap-
plied in human evolution for comparing alternative models 
(i.e., geographic origins or different climate changes) and for 
estimating evolutionary parameters (i.e., rate of interbreeding 
in population admixtures). Below we describe some applica-
tions of spatially explicit simulations that can be of general 
interest. 
• Geographic origin of early modern humans. As indicated 

in the Introduction, a geographic origin of early modern 
humans in Central or South Africa is commonly assumed 
[e.g., 6, 7] but there are other studies that suggest a North 
Africa origin [e.g., 9, 10] or even multiregional origins 
[11, 12]. These scenarios were evaluated by Ray et al. 
[98] through SPLATCHE simulations of the Old World 
human settlement. They performed simulations of a 
range expansion from 25 evenly distributed geographic 
origins. They also considered scenarios with a unique 
origin and multiregional origins (nine models based on 
different combinations of population sizes and migration 
rates between continents). Concerning the evolutionary 
parameters, they assumed an onset of the expansions of 
120 kya, a generation time of 30 years according to [99], 
a growth rate of 0.3 [100], a migration rate of 0.05 (the 
number of emigrants is 5% of the population size), and a 
realistic carrying capacity for each deme (environmental 
heterogeneity). For each scenario, they simulated 10,000 
samples of STR data for a total of 22 populations. Real 
samples from these 22 populations were collected from 
Rosenberg et al. [101] and this real data was applied to 
evaluate the different scenarios through statistical corre-
lations. First results suggested a unique North African 
origin. Nevertheless, the consideration of ascertainment 
bias in the simulations suggested a unique East African 
origin. Liu et al. [97] also found this result by using 
worldwide spatially explicit computer simulations. 

• Human genetic diversity gradients in Europe. Evidence 
for admixture between Paleolithic and Neolithic humans 
and past range contractions followed by re-expansions. 
The Paleolithic European colonization was dated be-
tween approximately 45 and 40 kya [102] and, as noted 
in the Introduction, it was initially studied by Cavalli-
Sforza et al. [20] by applying PCA on spatially distrib-
uted allele frequencies. The resulting PC gradients pre-
sented a southeast (SE)-northwest (NW) axis [103, 104], 
and were interpreted to be a consequence of DD of Neo-
lithic farmers that replaced Paleolithic hunter-gatherer 
populations with some admixture [21-23]. This interpre-
tation was largely discussed. In 2005, Currat and Excof-
fier [105] performed spatially explicit simulations of the 
colonization of Europe by pure Neolithic populations and 
by Paleolithic and Neolithic populations under different 
levels of admixture. They found that both Paleolithic and 
Neolithic populations resulted in SE-NW genetic diver-
sity gradients as a consequence of allele surfing in the 
wave of the expansion, but not as a consequence of DD 
as suggested by Cavalli-Sforza et al. In 2010, François et 

al. [106] repeated these simulations with updates in the 
evolutionary scenarios. They computed PC gradients 
from the simulated data. Counterintuitively, the resulting 
PC1 gradient presented a SW-NE orientation that is or-
thogonal to the range expansion (Fig. 2D, right). This 
PC1 gradient was explained as a consequence of allele 
surfing based on geographic sectors along the Neolithic 
wave of the expansion [107]. In 2013, Arenas et al. [53] 
performed extensive simulations of more sophisticated 
evolutionary scenarios including range contractions (as a 
consequence of the LGM) towards Southern Europe (Fig. 
2B, left) or towards the Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 2C, left) 
[see 49, 108]. These simulations included a refugial iso-
lation period that was followed by a re-expansion. Pure 
Paleolithic expansion (Fig. 2A, left) and different admix-
ture levels were also evaluated. This study showed that 
pure Paleolithic populations lead to a SE-NW PC1 gradi-
ent (Fig. 2A, right; similar to the gradients obtained by 
Cavalli-Sforza et al.) caused by a homogenization of mo-
lecular diversity [53]. By contrast, pure Neolithic popula-
tions resulted in a SW-NE PC1 gradient (Fig. 2D, right; 
similar to the gradients obtained by François et al.). In 
addition, PC1 gradients varied between those orientations 
as a function of the amount of admixture [53]. On the 
other hand, range contraction scenarios generated PC1 
gradients orthogonal to the axis of the range re-expansion 
(Fig. 2B and 2C, right), especially for scenarios with 
higher Paleolithic contribution (note that the LGM occurs 
during the Paleolithic period). Overall, both the location 
of the refugia and the level of admixture influence PC 
gradients. The gradients by Cavalli-Sforza et al. are re-
producible under a large Paleolithic contribution (Fig. 
2A, right) or under a range contraction towards the Ibe-
rian Peninsula (Fig. 2C, right). 

• Admixture between modern humans and Neanderthals. 
The admixture between modern humans and preexisting 
humans was studied by Currat and Excoffier [109]. They 
simulated mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data by spatially 
explicit simulations under a scenario where early modern 
humans colonize Europe with different amounts of ad-
mixture with Neanderthals. In case of admixture, massive 
introgression genes from Neanderthals to modern hu-
mans might have taken place during the invasion [110]. 
However, the authors found that the maximum possible 
contribution of Neanderthals into modern humans was 
smaller than 0.1%, suggesting almost complete sterility 
between modern humans and Neanderthals. More re-
cently, these authors published a more sophisticated 
study on admixture in Eurasians [111]. In particular, they 
performed extensive spatially explicit simulations with 
variable amounts of admixture and under a variety of 
evolutionary scenarios based on different levels of migra-
tion rates, carrying capacities and growth rates. They 
then computed the maximum likelihood for each model 
and selected the best model through the Akaike informa-
tion criterion (AIC) [112]. The results indicated a very 
low rate of interbreeding (smaller than 2%), suggesting 
an important barrier to gene flow between both species. 

• Sex-biased migration during the Neolithic transition. An 
important feature in human evolution is the different 
demographic histories for males and females [113, 114]. 
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For example, Hamilton et al. [87] performed spatially 
explicit simulations of human populations from northern 
Thailand [115] to show that “the number of male immi-
grants is much smaller (8 times) in patrilocal populations 
than in matrilocal populations”, and by contrast, “females 
move 2.5 times more in patrilocal populations than in 
matrilocal populations” [87]. Recently, Rasteiro et al. 
[74] studied the role of post-marital residence (PMR) and 
admixture between Paleolithic and Neolithic populations. 
They developed an individual-based spatially explicit 
simulator (not publicly available) that implements sex-
biased migration. They then simulated scenarios where 
Neolithic populations colonize Europe under different 
amounts of admixture with Paleolithic populations, and 
under different patterns of PMR. To study the role of 
PMR, they simulated both mtDNA and Y-chromosome 
(NRY) data. Simulated datasets were evaluated with real 
data [38, 116] to select which model best fit the real in-
formation. The results indicated that patrilocality in 
farmers explained the genetic diversity better than 

matrilocality or bilocality. In addition, they observed that 
the genetic diversity of farmers can also be influenced by 
Paleolithic PMR rules. 

THE FUTURE OF SPATIALLY EXPLICIT COM-
PUTER SIMULATIONS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION 

 Spatially explicit models are fundamental to mimic the 
evolutionary history of terrestrial species because the con-
sideration of spatio-temporal phenomena like range expan-
sions, range contractions, range shifts, LDD, and habitat 
fragmentation, can influence genetic diversity [e.g., 49, 76, 
77, 117]. Different evolutionary frameworks have been de-
veloped for the simulation of molecular data under spatially 
explicit models. However, these simulators implement very 
simple substitution models of evolution, and it is known that 
an assumed model, that is more simple than the true model, 
may lead to incorrect results [e.g., 57, 92]. Indeed, some of 
these simulators ignore recombination, which can bias evolu-
tionary inferences [e.g., 118-121]. As a consequence, there is 
a need for more realistic computer simulators that implement 

 
Fig. (2). Illustrative examples of spatially explicit simulation of modern human colonization of Europe and principal component analysis 
derived from the simulated genetic diversity. Left: Snapshots of SPLATCHE2 to simulate an example of a: (A) Paleolithic range expansion 
over Europe; (B) Paleolithic range contraction towards Southern Europe and posterior re-expansion; (C) Paleolithic range contraction to-
wards the Iberian Peninsula and posterior re-expansion; (D) Neolithic range expansion over Europe where the brown area is colonized by 
Paleolithic populations, the black area is colonized by Neolithic populations and the green region indicates a zone of cohabitation; at the end 
of this simulation Paleolithic populations are totally replaced by Neolithic populations. Settings (demographic parameter values) that we 
have applied to perform these simulations follow Arenas et al. [53]. The simulated population range expansions always start from the Middle 
East. Snapshots are taken each 50 generations. Right: Illustrative example of PC1 gradients for each above-described scenario. The black 
lines represent the PC1 gradient orientation, namely NW-SE for (A), W-E for (B), NW-SE for (C) and SW-NE for (D). 
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complex substitution models of evolution, not only at the 
nucleotide level, but also at the codon [e.g., 43, 69], protein 
[e.g., 122-124] and genome-wide levels [88, 90]. Indeed, 
recombination (as well as other processes of exchange of 
genetic material) may generate evolutionary networks [67, 
125] that should be considered to properly describe the his-
tory of human populations [see 18, 126]. 
 As expected, most of the studies mentioned in the previ-
ous section could be improved with the consideration of ad-
ditional evolutionary processes. For example, some available 
spatially explicit simulators implement LDD. However, this 
feature has not been applied yet in studies of human evolu-
tion. This fact could be explained by the complexity in the 
definition of the LDD, which includes priors for the LDD 
rate, dispersal distance, and direction of the dispersal events 
[see 76, 127] that should be studied from real observations 
[76]. Furthermore, other complex migration forms like ani-
sotropic migration [49, 53] and sex-biased dispersal [e.g., 74, 
87] can also influence genetic diversity and should always be 
considered. One could also expect that some of these evolu-
tionary processes could vary with time. For example, popula-
tion growth rates and dispersal distances could increase with 
time due to acculturation [105]. In addition, the topographic 
map and its resources could also change with time [e.g., 29]. 
As noted above, the LGM period could lead to past range 
contractions towards refugia areas [49, 53] and could allow 
the colonization of the Americas through the Bering Strait 
[28, 29]. Natural selection is another evolutionary force that 
should be considered to simulate human evolution [see 128, 
129]. In spatially explicit simulations, to date only CDPop 
[130] implements natural selection [131, 132] and unfortu-
nately, it was not applied to humans yet. All together, to ob-
tain accurate and realistic results it is important to consider 
complex evolutionary models and model updates according 
with the simulated evolutionary time. Of course, more com-
plex models do not necessarily lead to more realistic simula-
tions, but if the complexity comes from real features and 
observations, such complex models should be taken into 
account. 
 On the other hand, robust inferences of human evolution 
will probably require the use of genome data. In this con-
cern, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies now 
deliver fast and accurate genome sequences [133]. Note that 
complete and near-complete ancient human genomes are 
currently being obtained [e.g., 34, 134, 135]. However, the 
complexity of genome evolution [88, 89] may result in mod-
els and data where a likelihood function cannot be computed 
[136, 137]. As an alternative, analytical methods based on 
computer simulations are emerging since last years, in par-
ticular, the Bayesian model-choice [138] and the approxi-
mate Bayesian computation (ABC) approach [see for a re-
view, 55, 139]. An additional goal of these methods is their 
ability to co-estimate evolutionary parameters. Since mo-
lecular evolution consists of the joint action of all the evolu-
tionary processes together, ideally, one would want to esti-
mate these parameters simultaneously to avoid potential bi-
ases [54, 56]. By contrast, these methods require extensive 
simulations and therefore, fast computer simulators are de-
sired. For example, SPLATCHE2 has combined the forward 
and the coalescent methods to perform rapid simulations by 
multiple sampling of genetic data (coalescent) from a previ-

ously simulated entire population (forward-time). In addi-
tion, this program allows parallelization of the simulations 
on a cluster, which can alleviate computer times. Since last 
years, ABC is more frequently applied to the analysis of hu-
man evolution [e.g., 50, 87, 140-142]. Nevertheless, to our 
knowledge only the study by Hamilton et al. [87] applies an 
ABC method based on spatially explicit simulations. We 
believe the application of ABC in spatially explicit contexts 
will benefit future human evolutionary inferences. 
 Altogether, this review examines current methods and 
software applied to perform spatially explicit simulations of 
human evolution. We found that to date only a few simula-
tors have been developed for this purpose and they still as-
sume a number of evolutionary aspects (i.e. too simple sub-
stitution models of evolution and neutral evolution). There-
fore, there is a continuous need for fast and more realistic 
spatially explicit simulators and we expect future advances 
in this concern. As a consequence, we also expect much 
more application of spatially explicit simulations in analysis 
of human evolution. 
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